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Thank you for purchasing Form.
!
You’re one step closer to your next great project! If you get lost between
layers and keyframes, drop us a line at hello@kainxtheory.com. We’ll do
our very best to help you.

!
Don’t forget to write a short testimonial on your experience with Form, and
follow us on Videohive so you never miss new exciting items.

!

How do I replace the logo?
1.

Open the Logo Source composition (Project Panel > Shortcuts).

2.

Go to File > Import > File (Ctrl/Cmd + I), locate the file you want to
import and click Open.

3.

Drag the file from the Project Panel to the Logo Source composition,
below the Color Fill layers.

4.

Scale the new layer so that itʼs approximately the size of the previous
logo.

5.

Hide the previous logo.

!
You might have to change another small thing depending on whether your
logo is square shaped or rectangle shaped. What you have to do is extend a
circular mask so that it covers the entire logo. To do that:

!
1.

Open the Logo Solid composition (Project Panel > Shortcuts).

2.

Press 1 on your keyboard.

3.

Select the Reveal Mask layer.

4.

Double click on the mask and while holding Cmd/Ctrl + Shift on your
keyboard, enlarge the mask so that it covers the entire logo.

!
How do I replace the slogan?
1.

Open the Main composition.

2.

Double click on the text layer you want to change.

3.

After editing the text, hit Cmd/Ctrl + Enter to apply changes.

!
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How do I use plain text instead of a logo?
1.

In the Main composition, select the Settings layer

2.

In the Effects Panel, enable Use Plain Text

3.

Open the Text Source composition (Project Panel > Shortcuts).

4.

Double click on the text layer to edit it and hit Cmd/Ctrl + Enter to
apply changes.

!
How do I hide the slogan?
1.

In the Main composition, select the three text layers that make up the
slogan.

2.

Click on the eye icon next to their names to hide them.

!
How do I make the slogan appear in one step?
1.

In the Main composition, select the Settings layer

2.

In the Effect Panel, enable the Use Single Slogan option

!
How do I resolve a question that isn’t here?
If you have a question about Form that isn’t listed in this documentation,
send us an email at hello@kainxtheory.com, or a message through our
Videohive profile. We’ll do our best to help you out.

!
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Settings Reference
Common
Keep Logo Colors controls whether the logo's original colors are used
Use Plain Text controls whether plain text is used instead of a vector logo
Use Single Slogan controls whether the slogan appears in one or two steps
Logo Inner Glow controls the inner glow strength of the logo
Bottom Lighting Opacity controls the strength of the lighting at the
bottom of the frame
Grid Wall Opacity controls the opacity of the grid wall. Set it to 0 to disable
it completely
Grid Wall Opacity controls the opacity of the grid wall. Set it to 0 to disable
it completely
Use Motion Blur (Slow) enables or disables motion blur for particles. This
tends to slow down previewing so be advised to edit the project with this
disabled, and enable it right before you render the final movie

!
Dark Version
Logo Color (Dark Version) controls the logo’s color in the dark version
Slogan Color (Dark Version) controls the slogan's color in the dark version
Background Color controls the background color in the dark version.

!
Light Version
Use Light Version controls whether a light background will be used.
Logo Color (Light Version) controls the logo’s color in the light version
Slogan Color (Light Version) controls the slogan’s color in the light version
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Used Assets
Fonts: Roboto Slab
Audio Tracks: Elegant Logo
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